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Severe Weather
Diurnal Patterns in Lifted Index and the Prediction of Severe Weather
Jay Anderson (1)
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ABSTRACT
The combination of hourly swiace data and model-derived
upper air temperatures can be used to construct lified indices with a greater temporal and spatial resolution than that
offered by the radiosonde network. These indices ha ve a
diumal and seasonal variation which suggests considerable
utility in the prediction of severe convection , with a lead
time of several hours.
Monthly and seasonal means were calculated from lifted
indices collected at three hour intervals across central Canada during the 1985 summer convective season. Statistical
tests showed a significant difference between means for
days with and without severe weather. The percent of variance explained by th e index peaked in th e mid afternoon,
at which time the index was significantly correlated with
the frequency of thunderstorms with large hail and tornadoes . Similar relationships can be derivedfor other climatic
regions to provide operational meteorologists with a valllable tool for monitoring th e potential for hazardous tflu/!derstonns.

1. INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric stability can be quickly characterized by the use
of indices , some of which have found wide acceptance by operational forecasters. Among the most commonly used is the lifted
index (2) , which has shown some success in marking those
environments which give rise to severe thunderstorms (3, 4, 5,
6). However the use of all indices has, until recently, been
closely tied to the upper air observation network which provides
the profile s of atmospheric temperature a nd moisture necessary
for their calculation. Thi s network is limited by its coarse spatial
and temporal resolution , with stations man y hundreds of kilometres apart making observations at 12 hour intervals . Actual
and predicted lifted indices have been available from operational
numerical models for a number of years as well , but these are
not generally available at frequencies greater than every six
hours , a nd tend to show a smoother field a nd more conservative
values than those calculated from actual surface data , though
they do have significant predictive value (3, 4, 6).
One method of ameliorating these limitations is to use hourly
surface data in combination with model-derived upper air data
to construct higher resolution maps of surface-based lifted indices. Similar maps in use a t the National Severe Storms Forecast
Center have been described by McCann et al (7), using advective
rather tha n model-derived 500 millibar temperatures . To the
operational forecaster, the difference between the two approaches
is likely small in view of the smoothness of the temperature field
in the middle troposphere .
The surface-based lifted index is particularly suited for a detailed
look at instability as it can take advantage of the higher time and
space density of surface observations of temperature and dewpoint. Indices such as the Total Totals, which uses only upper

level data , are less useful in this respect since even with model
data the resolution remains relatively low.
Once a higher resolution index is available , the temporal and
spatial behaviour of the instability can be monitored by the
operational forecas ter. Several questions about the behaviour
of the index then become of considerable interest to the user.
When , for instance , does the instability decrease the most, and
at what point should additional atte ntion be directed to the most
unstable regions ? At what time does the index provide the most
reliable indication of severe weather, and how well can the threat
be followed through the rest of the day ? This study attempts to
provide a quantitative answer to these and other questions based
on a systematic study of one summer's data.

2. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE
The model output for this study was provided by the Spectral
model developed at the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC)
in Montreal (8, 9), a nd used operationally by Canadian forecasters. The model supplies grid point data at a 381 kilometre
spacing across North America every six hours. This compares
with a mean radiosonde spacing of 530 kilometres over the
Canadian Prairies .
500 mb temperatures , and 850 and 1000 mb heights were
linearly interpolated from the grid point data to the time of each
surface observation . This was followed by interpolation in space
to the location of the observation using Bessel's central difference formula (10, p. 252). Linear interpolation was then used to
derive surface pressures from the 850 and 1000 mb heights.
Interpolation using the hydrostatic equation would have been
more precise, but errors were only I to 3 millibars as a result of
the simpler approach (II). The use of altimeter settings to calculate actual surface pressures was rejected beca use Canadian
automatic stations do not report them.
The index was calculated by lifting a surface-based parcel
adiabatically to 500 mb with no mixing , and then subtracting the
derived parcel temperature from the model environmental temperature at that level. The resulting calculations were displayed
in a map format for 72 observing sites across western Canada
and the north central United States (Fig. I). The process could
be initiated at any time by the operational forecaster; each new
chart was available about 20 minutes past the hour when the
surface data collection was complete.
New model data became available approximately 3-h after the
0000 and 1200 GMT synoptic hours, so that the old model run
was used out to 15-h before being supplanted by the new. Some
meas ure of the accuracy of the technique was obtained by comparing the indices calculated from the new and old model runs
during the overlap . After 12-h, the Spectral model proved to
have a small bias toward instability , giving lower lifted indices
with the older model run than with the new . This was likely due
to biases in the 500 mb temperature field , as surface pressure
errors would have had to be unrealistically large to result in a
trend of the calculated magnitude.
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JUL 07 22Z LIFTED INDEX
using grid-point data recelved JUL 07- 12Z
On a few occasions, the lowest
index values in an area associated
Fig . 1. Hourly lifted index chart for July 7, 1987. In this example + 4 would be selected as the stable
with a severe weather report were
sample and - 10 as both the unstable and severe weather sample.
located at stations outside of the
study boundary . These values
were accepted for inclusion in the severe weather sample, in
The mean difference between the old and the new model runs
contrast to those in the stable and unstable samples which were
after 12-h was - O. 7°C, with no significant distinction between
restricted strictly to the study area. In all cases, the severe
the means at 0000 and 1200 GMT. One-third of the differences
weather event had to occur in southern Saskatchewan or southwere zero , and 81 percent were within I degree Celsius.
ern Manitoba . In Fig. I, the - 10-value in southern Manitoba
was associated with an occurrence of golf-ball sized hail and
3. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
was thus incorporated into the severe weather sample (the value
Lifted indices were calculated, mapped and archived at three
was -10 at 2100 GMT). Had the -IO-value occurred at Grand
hour intervals from mid-May to the end of August 1985 (regardForks , North Dakota (- 5 in Fig. I), it would still have been
accepted for inclusion in the severe sample , but then would not
less of the occurrance of convection) to determine the diurnal
behaviour of the instability and its relationship to severe weather.
have been included in the unstable sample. It must be emphaThe sample size ranged from a low of 80 at 0900 GMT to 105 at
sized that the severe weather did not have to occur at the station
1200 GMT, being dependant on the successful receipt of grid
with the lowest index, but only in association with the minimum
point data , and the frequency at which operational staff ran the
in the lifted index field .
analysis. Areal coverage was generally confined to southern
The relaxation of the boundary constraint meant that severe
Saskatchewan and Manitoba , a relatively homogenous prairie
and unstable samples were collected from two regions which
were not exactly coincident. This carried the risk that the underregime within the area of responsibility of the Prairie Weather
Centre in Winnipeg. Stations near the Manitoba lakes , where
lying population for each of the samples was dissimilar enough
temperatures are influenced by the proximity of water (Fig. I),
that the difference between severe and unstable regimes found
were excluded.
in this study was merely a reflection of the climatology of the
To the operational forecaster , the behaviour of the lowest
two areas. This seems unlikely however, since only a few points
lifted indices was of primary interest, since it was expected that
at a few hours were selected from outside the boundary, and
these would be most closely associated with the development of
always from stations very close to the border. On a few occasignificant convective weather. In contrast, areas with high indisions a low lifted index outside the boundary was later found to
ces were the least likely to undergo deep convection . The mean
represent the environment within, but between reporting stations. This became apparent when indices fell at downstream
value of the hourly lifted index of all 72 of the stations in the
sample did not describe either of these regimes well, tending to
stations as the area of instability moved onto them.
Reports of severe weather were collected from the synoptic
hide the daily rise and fall of stability in the areal variation of
lifted index across the two provinces.
station data, an extensive severe weather watcher network,
For these reasons, only the highest and lowest lifted indices
from regional and local newspapers, and by forecaster initiated
telephone calls to areas of concern identified on radar and satwere collected from within the study boundary every three hours.
These were respectively referred to as the stable and unstable
ellite imagery. This "multi-media" collection system probably
samples. In Fig. I, for example, the value selected for the unstaresulted in the identification of most of the damaging thunderstorm weather which occurred in the summer of 1985 , though a
ble sample would have been the - 10 over southern Manitoba,
residual sample of unreported events must certainly exist. Such
while that for the stable sample would be the + 4 over ea stern
Saskatchewan (though the time in Fig. I is not one at which data
limitations are a continuing problem in studies of severe conwere collected for this study) .
vective weather.
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A total of 33 severe events (hail
of golf ball size or large (20 mm),
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or tornadoes) were identified.
Multiple events within the same
area of instability were counted
once, reducing the severe weather
sample to 21 episodes . The time
of each was confirmed by exam i--nation of the archived radar data,
where such was available, and
adjusted if necessary. In the case
of mUltiple reports the onset time
was that of the earliest event.
One severe weather event was
"0
rejected from the sample when its
8 ~~--~---4-----+--~~~~~~--~--~~~~~~--+-----~--~
.....
associated minimum blended with
.....J
a second more unstable area which
gave rise to its own severe weather
event. The weaker area of instability could then no longer be
identified by a separate closed
'6~--~--+-~~--+---4---4---~--~--~---+--~
lifted index isopleth. By the rules
of selection used in this study , the
same minimum would have to be
200~3--~0~6--~09~~~~15~-1~8~~2~1--~0~0--~0~3--~06~~09~~12
associated with both events though
they were separated by 500 kiloTime (UTe)
metres in distance and 90 minutes
Fig. 2. Diurnal variation in lifted index by month. The unstable curves show the monthly means of
in time. While a particular value
the lowest lifted index values while the stable curves indicate the highest. Arrows mark the mean
for the weaker instability area
time of the first report of large hail or tornadoes for the severe weather days of each month . Error
could be extracted from the analbars show +/ - one standard deviation for the time of first report.
ysis, it was felt that such a value
would be subject to an unwelsignificantly different , while July was, on average , significantly
come amount of subjective interpretation and so it was excluded
more unstable than the other two.
from the statistics.
Arrows along the unstable curves show the mean time of the
Seasonal mean lifted indices for the severe and unstable samfirst report of hail or tornadoes for the severe weather days of
ples were compared using at-test (12), with significance accepted
each month . Errors bars associated with each arrow are + / at p = .05. Lifted indices for days with severe weather were
one standard deviation.
removed from the unstable sample in order to maximize the
Fig. 3 shows the diurnal trend in stability for all months comindependence of the two groups. A simple Fourier analysis (12)
bined , as well as that for areas of instability which resulted in
was performed on the mean lifted indices for severe weather
severe weather. The mean lifted index for severe weather days
days to determine the time of day at which the index was most
was significantly different from the unstable sample means at
unstable. Results are presented in the following section.
the p = .02 level for all hours. This result, along with the temporal
continuity in the pattern of lifted indices outlined earlier, suggests that areas of severe weather potential may be identifiable
4. RESULTS
through much of the day, though with less success in the morning
Fig. 2 presents the diurnal pattern of stability for June , July
hours than in the afternoon. The percent of variance between
and August. July was the most unstable month, followed by
the two samples which was explained by the lifted index (deterAugust and June. This pattern is mostly a reflection of the hours
mined by eta-squared, the strength-of-association statistic used
of daylight, the warming of the lower atmosphere through sumwith t-tests (13)) varies from a high of32% at 2100 GMT (3 pm
CST) to a low of 7% at 0900 GMT. Since the data for severe
mer, and the advection of moisture northward as southerly winds
become more established through the troposphere .
.
weather days was removed from the sample for unstable conThe stable sample had a larger amplitude of variation than the
ditions, eta-squared in effect measured the ability of the lifted
unstable, possibly because of the increased cloudiness which
index to distinguish between unstable areas with severe weather
would tend to accompany convective areas and reduce the diurand those without.
nal swings in temperature . Stability decreased most between
Fourier analysis of the severe weather means showed a peak
1200 and 1500 GMT (6 to 9 am CST) , allowing threat areas to be
just before 2200 GMT (4 pm CST) for the first harmonic, and a
recognized by mid morning when initial outlooks for the day
corresponding minimum before 1000 GMT . This confirms specwere issued from the Prairie Weather Centre in Winnipeg.
ulation by David and Smith (3) that 0000 GMT is not the best
The plot symbols used in Fig. 2 indicate whether or not the
time of day for the lifted index . The mean time of the beginning
sample means were significantly different from each other at
of severe weather is shown by the arrow just after 0000 GMT
each time period . A cross indicates that the point in question
(Fig. 3) , suggesting that an hourly lifted index could offer a few
was significantly different (at p = .05) from the other two points,
hours lead time in the forecasting of hazardous thunderstorms
an open circle that it was significantly different from one of its
over the Canadian Prairie.
neighbors, and a solid circle that no significant difference was
Since the greatest resolution between areas of instability which
did and did not produce severe weather occurs at 2100 GMT in
found with either of the other points. The exact relationship of
the data collected for this study, it was selected to test the
each mean to the others can be ascertained by inspection of the
graph; at 2100 GMT for instance, August and June were not
predictive abilities of the hourly lifted index . Fig . 4 is a plot of
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the frequency of severe weather
versus 2100 GMT lifted index.
No values above - 2 were associated with reports of large hail or
tornadoes. Lifted indices lower
than - 8 were recorded on 6 occasions, of which 5 resulted in a
severe weather report. The
remaining event was associated
with damaging winds in North
Dakota, outside of the study
boundary. Since wind speeds are
difficult to quantify from public
reports , they were excluded from
consideration in this study.
The straight line on the graph
is the least squares fit to the data.
While a straight line fit is uncomfortable in that it predicts both a
zero and 100 percent probability
of severe weather, a second-order
polynomial fit had a nearly identical explained variance, and a
third-order curve had a tendency
to turn sharply downward at low
lifted indices. A straight line fit
was the most appropriate for the
limited sample in this study.

5. FORECAST
IMPLICATIONS
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Fig . 3. Diurnal variation in lifted index for the 1985 convective season. The severe curve indicates
the occurrence of large hail or tornadoes followed forward to 0600 GMT and backward to 0900 GMT.
The unstable and stable curves are similar to those in Fig . 2 except that severe weather days, have
been removed from the unstable sample. The arrow marks mean time of first report of occurrence,
with error bars showing +/ - one standard deviation. Numbers are the percent of variance between
the severe and unstable curves explained by the lifted index.

The area used in this study was
large enough that it almost always
contained at least one region of
closed isopleths of low lifted indices. The results and techniques above allow the severe weather
potential for those regions to be quickly assessed, with a degree
of certainty which depends on the time of day. It need not be
limited to severe weather potential: with an appropriate database
one could assess the potential for the development of convection, the amount oflightning, or any other stability-related meteorological parameter. While the percent of variance explained
is rather low, it should be noted that this study attempts to
identify the potential for severe weather between areas which
already have considerable instability. Had the statistics been
developed on samples which included the stable areas, the
explained variance would have been considerably greater, at the
expense of the utility of the information on the forecast desk.
The ability of only three of the many parameters which make
up the severe weather environment (low level moi sture, and low
and mid level temperature) to explain one-third of the variation
in the samples is an encouraging measure of the value of greater
time and space resolution of critical fields.
Fig. 4 suggests that a 2100 GMT lifted index of -6 to -7 is
associated with a severe weather probability of 50% on the
Ca nadian Prairies, provided the sample collected in 1985 was an
accurate reflection of the climatology of severe weather events
in other years. A prudent forecaster would probably consider
the possibility of a severe weather watch at this point, if other
factors were favourable. Severe weather warnings could be issued
when the index reaches - 9 or - 10, if the forecaster was faced
with corroborating evidence such as radar or sate llite imagery.
The watch or warning shou ld not be removed when the lifted
index begins to fall, but held for at least three hours if other
factors remain strong. Prairie Weather Centre forecasters had a
number of successful watches and warnings with generous lead
times during the late part of the 1985 severe weather season
when these relationships became apparent.
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The hourly lifted index is not a panacea for the ills of severe
weather meteorology. The site of the event was often not at the
station with the lowest index, though usually nearby. Trough
lines, fronts, moisture, and other triggers remain critical to the
successful forecasting of the severe weather environment. These
statistics were based on a regional sample for only one year, and
can only be used with confidence on the northern plains . Other
climatic regimes would have to develop a comparable data set
of their own. The significant differences between monthly mean
lifted indices for many hours (Fig. 2) suggest that seasonal graphs
may have to be developed for best resolution of the severe
weather threat.
Nevertheless, a higher resolution lifted index allows the duty
meteorologist to monitor the severe weather potential quickly
in a work environment which requires attentio n to many other
tasks. When presented as a map, it draws attention to critical
areas, or areas in which the instability is changing rapidly. The
diurnal trends presented here can be used to predict the behaviour of the lifted index in succeeding hours, and identify areas
which are becoming more stable or unstable than the normal
climatological pattern.

6. SUMMARY AND POTENTIAL
Operational numerical models in use in Canada and the United
States can be partnered wit h sUlface observations to provide
more timely lifted indices for short range forecasting. Such indices are capable of distinguishing between areas of severe weather
potential and those of more benign temperament.
Scatter diagrams were readi ly developed to reflect the probability of severe weather events. Such diagrams would have to
be tuned to the season a nd the model used , but offer a ready
method of following the movement and development of threat
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areas (a potential available only
from geostationary satellite
sounding data at present). Lead
times of several hours are possible.
The combination of model and
actual data can be greatly extended
by merging data at many more
levels than the surface and 500
mb , particularly since high vertical-resolution models have
recently become operational in
Canada and the United States.
Reasonable soundings through the
depth of the atmosphere can be
constructed, and factors such as
positive area, hail size potential,
tropopause penetration, and the
strength of the capping inversion
can be calculated and mapped , all
at the scale of the surface obse rvation network, for each hour of
the day. Such work has been suggested by Stone (14) and is now,
underway at the Prai rie Weather
Centre. When combined by multiple regression or similar statistical ensembles, it hold s promise
of a greatly enhanced ability to
predict the short term development of severe thunderstorms.
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